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SRI VENKATESWARA UNIVERSITY: Tirupati 
(w.e.f 2020-2021) 

                    B.Sc(Mathematics, Physics, Computer Science) 
 SEMESTER-I 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
S.No 

 
Course 

Total 
Marks 

Mid 
Sem 

Exam 

Sem 
End 

Exam 

Teaching 
Hours 

Credits 

 

1 
English 100 25 75 4 3 

 

2 

 Second Language 

(Hindi/Telugu/Sanskrit/Tamil/U

rdu) 

100 25 75 4 3 

 

3 
 Life Skill Course 
(Human Values and 
Professional Ethics) 

50 0 50 2 2 

 

4 

 Skill Development Courses 

(Insurance promotion)  
50 0 50 2 2 

 

5 
Core-1 100 25 75 4 3 

 

6 
Core-1 Practical 

 

50 

 

0 

 

50 

 

4 

 

2 

 

7 
Core-2 100 25 75 4 3 

 

8 
Core-2 Practical 

 

50 

 

0 

 

50 

 

4 

 

2 

 

9 
Core-3 100 25 75 4 3 

10 Core-3 Practical 
 

50 

 

0 

 

50 

 

4 

 

2 

                            

Total 
750 -- --      36      25 



 

 

SRI VENKATESWARA UNIVERSITY: Tirupati 
(w.e.f 2020-2021) 

                    B.Sc(Mathematics, Physics, Computer Science) 
 SEMESTER-II 

 

 
S. No 

 
Course 

Total 
Marks 

Mid 
Sem 
Exam 

Sem 
End 

Exam 

Teaching 
Hours 

Credits 

 

1 
 English 100 25 75 4 3 

 

2 

 Second Language 

(Hindi/Telugu/Sanskrit/Tamil/Urd

u) 

100 25 75 4 3 

 

3 

Skill Development Course 

(Advertising)  
50 0 50 2 2 

     4 
Skill Development Course 

(business communication)  
50 0 50 2 2 

 

5 

Life skill Course 

 (Indian culture and science) 
50 0 50 2 2 

 

6 
Core-1 100 25 75 4 3 

 

7 
Core-1 Practical 

 

50 

 

0 

 

50 

 

4 

 

2 

 

8 
Core-2 100 25 75 4 3 

 

9 
Core-2 Practical 

 

50 

 

0 

 

50 

 

4 

 

2 

 

10 
Core-3 100 25 75 4 3 

11 Core-3 Practical 
 

50 

 

0 

 

50 

 

4 

 

2 

                            Total 800 -- --      38      27 

 

 

 

 

 



 

SRI VENKATESWARA UNIVERSITY: Tirupati 
(w.e.f 2016-17) 

                    B.Sc(Mathematics, Physics, Computer Science) 
 SEMESTER-III 

 

S. No Course Total 

Marks 

Mid 

Sem 
Exam 

Sem 

End 
Exam 

Teaching 

Hours 

Credits 

1 First Language 

English 
 

100 25 75 4 3 

2 Second Language 
(Tel/Hin/Urdu/Sans…) 

 

100 25 75 4 3 

3 Foundation Course - 5 

Entrepreneurship  
 

50 0 50 2 2 

4 Foundation course– 6 

CSS – II 
 

50 0 50 2 2 

5 DSC 1 Paper-3 
(Core) 

 

100 25 75 4 3 

6 DSC 1  Practical  
 

50 0 50 2 2 

7 DSC 2 Paper-3 
(Core) 

 

100 25 75 4 3 

8 DSC 2 Practical  
 

50 0 50 2 2 

9 DSC 3 Paper-3 

(Core) 
 

100 25 75 4 3 

10 DSC 3 Practical  
 

50 0 50 2 2 

 Total 750 - - 30 25 

 



 

SRI VENKATESWARA UNIVERSITY: Tirupati 
(w.e.f 2016-17) 

                    B.Sc(Mathematics, Physics, Computer Science) 
 SEMESTER-IV 

 

S. 

No 

Course Total 

Marks 

Mid 

Sem 
Exam 

Sem 

End 
Exam 

Teaching 

Hours 

Credits 

1 Foundation Course – 7 

CSS – 3 
 

50 

 

0 

 

50 

 

2 

 

2 

 

2 Foundation Course – 8 

Analytical Skills 
 

50 
 

0 50 2 2 

3 Foundation Course - 9 

ICT – II 
 

50 0 50 2 2 

4 Foundation course – 10 

Leadership 
Education 
 

50 0 50 2 2 

5 DSC 1 Paper-4 

(Core) 
 

100 25 75 4 3 

6 DSC 1  Lab Practical  
 

50 0 50 2 2 

7 DSC 2 Paper-4 

(Core) 
 

100 25 75 4 3 

8 DSC 2  Lab Practical  

 

50 0 50 2 2 

9 DSC 3 Paper-4 
(Core) 

 

100 25 75 4 3 

10 DSC 3  Lab Practical  

 

50 0 50 2 2 

 Total 650 - - 30 23 

 
*Analytical Skills: To be taught by Maths/Stat Teachers (may be partly by English Teachers) 

Leadership Education: To be taught by Telugu Teachers  

 

 



 

SRI VENKATESWARA UNIVERSITY: Tirupati 
(w.e.f 2016-17) 

                    B.Sc(Mathematics, Physics, Computer Science) 
 SEMESTER-V 

 

 

S. 

No 

Course Total 

Marks 

Mid 

Sem 
Exam 

Sem 

End 
Exam 

Teaching 

Hours 

Credits 

1 DSC 1  Paper-5 
(Core) 
 

100 25 75 3 3 

2 DSC 1  Lab Practical 
 

50 0 50 2 2 

3 DSC 2   Paper-5 
(Core) 
 

100 25 75 3 3 

4 DSC 2  Lab Practical 
 

50 0 50 2 2 

5 DSC 3  Paper-5 
(Core) 
 

100 25 75 3 3 

6 DSC 3  Lab Practical 
 

50 0 50 2 2 

7 DSC 1 Paper-6  
(Core) 
 

100 

 

25 75 3 3 

8 DSC 1 Lab Practical 
 

50 0 50 2 2 

9 DSC 2  Paper -6    
(Core) 
 

100 25 75 3 3 

10 DSC 2  Lab Practical 
 

50 0 50 2 2 

11 DSC 3  Paper-6 
(Core) 
 

100 25 75 3 3 

12 DSC 3  Lab Practical 
 

50 0 50 2 2 

 Total 900 - - 30 30 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 



 

 
 
 
 

SRI VENKATESWARA UNIVERSITY: Tirupati 
(w.e.f 2016-17) 

                    B.Sc(Mathematics, Physics, Computer Science) 
 SEMESTER-VI 

 

S. 
No 

Course Total 
Marks 

Mid 
Sem 
Exam 

Sem 
End 
Exam 

Teaching 
Hours 

Credits 

1 Elective 1:  
DSC 1, Paper -7   
(applied/adv) 

100 25 75 3 3 

2 Elective-1 Lab 
Practical 
 

50 0 50 2 2 

3 Elective-1:  
DSC 2, Paper -7   
(applied/adv) 

100 25 75 3 3 

4 Elective-2 Lab 
Practical 
 

50 0 50 2 2 

5 Elective-1:  
DSC 3, Paper -7   
(applied/adv) 

100 25 75 3 3 

6 Elective-3 Lab 
Practical 
 

50 0 50 2 2 

7 Elective -2:  
DSC 1, Paper -8 
App/Inter-
domain/Gen El 

100 25 75 3 3 

8 Elective-2 Lab 
Practical 
 

50 0 50 2 2 

9 Elective -2:  
DSC 2, Paper -8 
App/Inter-
domain/Gen El 

100 25 75 3 3 

10 Elective-2 Lab 
Practical 
 

50 0 50 2 2 

11 Elective -2:  
DSC 3, Paper -8  
App/Inter-
domain/Gen El 

100 25 75 3 3 

12 Elective-2 Lab 
Practical 
 

50 0 50 2 2 

 Total 900 - - 30 30 
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V. UNIT: Soft Skills 
a. S\VOC 

b. Attitude 
c. Emotional Inte]ligence 
d. Telephone Etiquette 

e. Interpersonal Skills 

IV. UNIT: Writing 
i. Punctuation 

ii. Spelling 
iii. Paragraph Writi11g 

Ill. UNl'I': Gt·:1111111111· 

a) Concord 
b) Medals 
c) Tenses (Present/Past/Future) 

d) Articles 
e) Prepositions 

f) Question Tags 
g) Sentence Transformation (Voice, Reported peech & Degrees of Comparison) 

11) Error Correction 

11. llNl~l': penking kills 
a. ounds of English: Vowels and Consonants 

b. Word Accent 
c. l11to11ntio11 

1. U 1 1·1~: Listeuing liills 

i. Importance of Listening 
ii. Types l) ( L istcn iug 
iii, Barriers to L isteni 11 u .... 

iv, Effective List 11i11g 

A Course i11 Communication and Soft Skills 

English Syllabus-Semester-I 

E11g]isl1 Pt"a .is Course-I 
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Svu
Typewritten text
SRI VENKATESWARA UNIVERSITY:: TIRUPATI

Svu
Typewritten text
W.E.F.2020-21

academic1
Typewritten text
THREE YEAR B.A. / B.Com. / B.Sc. DEGREE COURSES



SRI VENKATESWARA UNIVERSITY 

FIRST YEAR B.A. / B.Com. / B.Sc. 

FIRST SEMESTER 

Under CBCS W.E.F. 2020-21  

ENGLISH PRAXIS COURSE-1 

A COURSE IN COMMUNICATION AND SOFT SKILLS 

GENERAL ENGLISH MODEL PAPER 

 

Time: 3 hours         Max Marks: 75 

 

1. Answer any THREE of the following questions     (3X5=15) 

a) What is the importance of Listening? 

b) Write a note on the types of Listening? 

c) What are the barriers to listening? 

d) Explain the strategies for effective listening. 

e) Describe the traits of a good listener. 

 

2. Answer any TWO of the following questions     (2X5=10) 

a. Write about consonant sounds with examples. 

b. Explain Word Accent 

c. What are the different kinds of intonation? 

d. Mark the stress of the following words. 

i) itself ii)alone  iii)wonderful iv)pronunciation  v)Electricity 

 

3. Attempt the following questions:      (2X1=2) 

a. Concord 

(i) Each of the cars____  very well designed by the company. 

(ii) The average worker’s earnings_____ gone up dramatically 

b. Fill in the  blanks with suitable Modals:     (2X1=2) 

(i) Do we_____ to take our certificates for the Interview? 

(ii) You_____ get an easy question paper this time. 

c. Fill in the blanks with appropriate forms of the Verbs given in brackets.     (5X1=5) 

(i) Satya_____(come) to college regularly. 

(ii) When the police came, the thief_____(escape) 

(iii) The President______(address) the public tomorrow 

(iv)         I_______(live) in a pent house for the last six months. 

(iv) Aishu______(go)to school now. 

 

d. Fill in the blanks with suitable Articles:     (2x1=2) 

(i) I met_______European last month 

                   (ii)_______poor need our support. 

 

e. Fill in the blanks with suitable prepositions     (2x1=2) 

(i) The patient is suffering________fever 

(ii) The sweets are distributed________children. 

 

f. Add Question Tags to the following statements    (2x1=2) 

(i) Sita is not writing___________? 

(ii) I am late,___________? 

 

g. Transform the following sentences as directed.    (5x1=5) 



(i) The officer ordered the soldiers to open fire(change it into Direct speech) 

(ii) Akbar is one of the greatest kings(change it into positive degree) 

(iii) Bhavanasays,”I write a novel”(change it into Indirect speech) 

(iv)         Jim Corbett had killed many tigers(Change it into passive voice) 

(iv) Mary is as clever as Lily. (Change it into Comparitive degree). 

 

h. Correct the following sentences      (5x1=5) 

(i) could you return back the library cards to me, please 

(ii) The painting is too beautiful. 

(iii) Ram camped besides the lake. 

(iv)          I have read the book yesterday. 

(v)           The news are very pathetic. 

 

4. Answer any TWO of the following questions.     (2x5=10) 

i. Punctuate the following 

  The dog grinned sardonically down on him over the edge for a moment as if he 

thought it would be a good lark to drop the cartridge down on jim. 

ii. Pick out the correct word: 

a) A. company           B. Compony    C. Kompony             D. Komphony 

b) A. Techanology     B. Technalogy        C. Tachnology          D. Technology 

c) A. achievement     B. acheivement      C. acheevement     D. achieevement 

d) A. psychology         B. Psychologi         C. acheevement      D. achieevement 

e) A. Occassion           B. occasion            C. Occaassion           D. occasion 

 

             iii.  Write a meaningful paragraph using the hints given below and suggest a suitable title 

 Reading  hobby---good and bad books---of the hour and forever---books as best  

companions--- they entertain, educate and enlighten---make one forget one’s loneliness. 

 

 iv)  Expand any one of the following idea: 

a) A stitch in time saves nine 

b) Rome was not built in a day. 

 

5. Answer any THREE of the following questions:     (3x5=15) 

a. What are the benefits of ‘SWOC’ analysis? 

b. Explain the importance of positive attitude. How can we develop it? 

c. Describe the qualities needed to develop emotional intelligence 

d. What is Telephone Etiquette? Explain 

e. How do you demonstrate good interpersonal skills? 

 

 

 

------0------ 

 

 

 

 

          
            (Dr M.SREELATHA), 

Chairman, 

         BOS in English(PASS). 
 



 

 

SRI VENKATESWARA UNIVERSITY-TIRUPATI 

 
I B.A.,/B.Com.,/B.Sc., - SEMESTER – I : GENERAL HINDI  PAPER – I 

W.E.F. 2020-21 

(Prose, Short Stories and Grammar) 

Subject Code : 18-HIN-101   Credits : 03  Teaching Hrs/Week : 04 

 

SYLLABUS 

 

I. गद्य सदंशे (PROSE) 

१. भारतीय साहित्य की एकता – नन्द दलुारे वाजपायी  
२. आत्महनभभरता     - पं. बालकृष्ण भट्ट  
३. अन्दर की पहवत्रता - डॉ. िजारी प्रसाद हिवेदी  

 

II. कथा लोक (SHORT STORIES) 

४. ठाकुर का कुआँ        - प्रमेचंद  
१. वापसी            - उषा हप्रयंवदा  
२. सदाचार का तावीज – िररशंकर परसाई  
 

III. व्याकरण (GRAMMAR) 

ललंग, वचन,  
काल 

हवलोम शब्द  
IV. कायाभलयीन शब्दावली - अंगे्रजी से हिन्दी, हिन्दी से अंगे्रजी   
V. पत्र लेखन – व्यहिगत पत्र (छुट्टी पत्र , हपता, हमत्र के नाम पत्र, पुस्तक हवके्रता 

के नाम पत्र )  
 

 

 

 

 

 

NEW 



SRI VENKATESWARA UNIVERSI 

TIRUPATI 
                    I B.A.,/B.Com.,/B.Sc., SEMESTER –I: GENERAL  HINDIPAPER – I  

 

Subject Code: 18-HIN-101   Time: 3hrs   Max Marks :75 

 

MODEL QUESTION PAPER 
 

 

PART - A 

I. ककन्िीपाँचप्रश्नोंकेउत्तरदीहजए  |5 X 5 = 25 

Short Q & ANS  

1. Annotation - Prose 

2. Annotation  - Prose 

3. Short Question - Prose 

4. Short Question - Short Stories(Non-detailed) 

5. Short Question -  Short Stories(Non-detailed) 

6. Short Question -  Short Stories(Non-detailed) 

7. Short Question –Grammar  

8. Short Question - Grammar 

 

     PART - B 

II. हनम्न हलहखत सभी प्रश्नों के उत्तर दीहजए |5 X10 = 50 

1. PROSE                                                                                                10 Marks 

 

                  (अथवा) 

PROSE 

 

   2.PROSE                                                                                                                  10 Marks 

                  (अथवा) 

Short Stories(Non-detailed)  

   3. Short Stories(Non-detailed)                                                                     10 Marks 

                   (अथवा) 

Short Stories(Non-detailed) 



4.  LETTER WRITING      पत्र लेखन                                                                 10 Marks 

(अथवा) 

LETTER WRITINGपत्र लेखन 

5. हनम्न हलहखतहनम्नहलहखत शब्दों के जवाब हलहखए । Total 10 Marks 

 

a) हनम्न हलहखत शब्दों केललंग बदहलए।                                      2 Marks 

b) हनम्न हलहखत शब्दों केवचन बदहलए|                                     2Marks 

c) कॉल हनम्न हलहखत शब्दों केकाल बदहलए |                             2Marks 

 

d) हनम्न हलहखत हवलोम शब्द के हवलोम शब्द हलखए ।              4Marks 

 

1.  2.      3.       4 

 

(अथवा) 

हनम्न हलहखत अंगे्रजी शब्दों का हिन्दी में अनुवाद कीहजए | 

(a )  1. Part time      2. Memorandum   3. Conference   4. Certificate   5. Circular  

 

(b )हनम्न हलहखत हिन्दी शब्दों का अंग्रेजी में अनुवाद कीहजए 

6. चुनाव 7. सहचव 8. लेखाकार    9. राज्यपाल  10. नगर हनगम  
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SRI VENKATESWARA UNIVERSITY: TIRUPATHI

- W.E.F.2020-21







శీ్ర వ ేంకటేశ్వర విశ్వవిద్యాలయేం, తిరుపతి 

బి.ఏ., బి.క ేం., బి.యస్ సి., మెదల ైన కోరుులు 
జనరల్ తెలుగు    సెమిస్టర్  1 

ప ఠ్ా పరణయళిక - (2020 -21 న ేండి) 
ప ర చీన తెలుగు స హిత్ాేం  

యూనిట్  I 
ర జనీతి                          - నననయ  
                                     ఆేంధ్రమహాభారత్ేం - స్భాపరవేం – పరధ్మాశ్ వస్ేం –(26 – 57) పద్యాలు  
యూనిట్ II 
కుచలేోప ఖ్ాానేం                - పో త్న  
                                     ఆేంధ్ర మహాభాగవత్ేం-దశ్మ స్కేంధ్ము – (966 – 1005) పద్యాలు   
యూనిట్ III 
ధౌమా ధ్రమోపద్ేశ్ము          - తికకన                                   
                                     ఆేంధ్ర మహాభారత్ేం – విర ట పరవేం – పరధ్మాశ్ వస్ేం –(116 -146) పద్యాలు  
యూనిట్ IV                    - శ్రనీయథ డు (పలనయటి వీరచరతి్ర –ద్వవపద క వాేం పుట 108  - 112  
                                     ‘బాలచేంద ర డు భీమోబాగు స్ేంగ్ ీమేం బొ నరుుట ..న ేండి ....వెఱగేంద్వ కుేంద్వ… వరకు  
                                     స్ేం. అకకకర జు ఉమాక ేంత్ేం .   ముదరణ . వి.కె.స వమి ,బజెవ డ 1911. 
యూనిట్ V 

సీతయ ర వణ స్ేంవ దేం           - మొలల    ర మాయణము – స్ ేందరక ేండము – (40 -87) పద్యాలు  
*వ్యాకరణం  
సంధులు : ఉత్వ, తిరక, ద ర త్పరకృతిక , న గ్ గమ,ద్వవరుకతటక ర ద్శే్, యణయద్శే్, వృద్వి , శ్చుత్వః, జశ్తవ,                      
.             అన నయసకి స్ేంధ్ లు  
సమాసయలు : అవాయీభావ, త్త్పురుష, కరోధయరయ, దవేందవ, ద్వవగు, బహువీరహి  
అలంకయరయలు :  
   అర ా లేంక ర లు : ఉపమ ఉతేరేక్ష, రూపక, స్వభావోకకత, అర ా ేంత్ర, అతిశ్యోకకత  
   శ్బాా లేంక ర లు : అన ప ర స్, (వృత్ాన ప ర స్, ఛేక న  ప ర స్, లాటాన ప ర స్, అేంతయాన ప ర స్ ) 

ఛందసుు     : 
    వృతయత లు : ఉత్ులమాల, చేంపకమాల, శ్ రూా లము, మతేతభము  
    జాత్పలు :క ేండేం,  ద్వవపద;  ఉపజాత్పలు  : ఆటవలెద్వ, తటేగ్తీి, ససీ్ేం మరియు ముతయాలస్ర లు  
 

డయ. జి. డి. జయాతీశ్వరి ద్ేవి 

                                                                 బి.టి.కళీశ్ ల , మదనపల్లల.  
 



ȌƘ ĺÂంకటÎశŵర ȇశŵȇİ�Ūలయం, ǳర పǳ 

ǹ.ఏ., ǹ.ĥాం., ǹ.యɂ Ľి., Ķ̧దల»ౖన ĥąర Ÿల¡ 
జనరȽ Įెల¡గ�    Ľ¿ǽసśȻ  1 

మ�İ�ĸ� పƔశŤ పతƔమ�  - (2020 -21 నుంĬ�) 

 
 

సమయం : 3 గం.                                                                                           మ�ర Őల¡   : 75 

 

ȇĵ�గమ� – ఎ 

 

ĥ�Ƙంİ�ĺాǵలĐ ఏĺ±ౖĲ� ఐİ�ంట�ĥ� సమ�ı�నమ�ల¡ ĸాయంĬ�. ĺాǵలĐ 3,4 పƔశŤలక¡ తపťǵసĸ�Ħా 
సమ�ı�నమ�ల¡ ĸాయవల»ను.                                                                          5 X 5 = 25 మ�  
 

1. ĸాజ ĥóల¡వలĐ ĽÐవక¡డ¦ Ĩేయక¥డǵ పనులÌȇ 

2. Ȏాంİ�పǵ వృĮ�Š ంĮ�ǵŤ ĮలెపంĬ�.  

3. ĥ�Ƙంİ�ĺాǵలĐ ఒక İ�ǵĥ� సందరŨ సľ�త ĺాŪఖŪ ĸాయంĬ�.                                         

 (అ) కల¡గ� ĺాĸ�ĥ²Óన ĦారŪ మగ�Ĳ± 

 (ఆ) మ�ǵ పంగవ ల»ంత ĺారల¡ȴ. 

4. ĥ�Ƙంİ�ĺాǵలĐ ఒక İ�ǵĥ� సందరŨ సľ�త ĺాŪఖŪ ĸాయంĬ�                                       

 (అ)ĺారŠ యందు జగమ� వĸ�šల¡ų చునŤİ� .  

 (ఆ) త§చŖప బల¡Őల¡ పలŐ బ�Ĭ�ķÊ?  

5. ĺారŠ ȁకŐ ǷƔా మ�ఖ�ŪǵŤ ĮలెపంĬ�. 

6. Ľతీ ĸావణ�ǵ ĮగెĬ�న ȇధĶ̧ట�śİ�. 

7.క¡Ĩలే¡ǵ İ�ĸ�దƔƺ Ķ̧ట�śİ� . 

8. పలĲ�ట� Ȉరచĸ�తƔ గ�ĸ�ంǩ ĸాయంĬ�.  

9. అĥార, ఇĥార, ఉĥార సంధులను గ�ĸ�ంǩ ĸాయంĬ�.  

10. ఉపమ లÌİ� ఉĮేƍɗǘ�లంĥారమ�ను Ȏč İ�హరణమ�Ħా ȇవĸ�ంచుమ�. 

 
 
 

                                                                               (ǳĳťి చూడ¦మ�  



-2- 

ȇĵ�గమ� – ǹ 

అǵŤ పƔశŤలĥ� సమ�ı�నమ�ల¡ ĸాయంĬ�.                                              5 X 10 = 50 మ�  
11. ĥ�Ƙంİ� ĺాǵలĐ ఒక పదŪమ�నక¡ పƔǳపİ�రš Į�తťరŪమ� ĸాయంĬ�                                    

   (అ)ఉతŠమ మధŪమ�ధమ ǵȂగŪత బ�İ�ţ  Ĳ±ఱ�ంĦ� ĺాĸ� న  
     య�ŪతŠమ మధŪమ�ధమ ǵȂగమ�లȴ ǵయǽంǩĮే నĸÃం  
     İోƔతŠమ! భృత§Ūĥąట�ĥ� ననూనమ�Ħా İ�గ� Ǯȇతంబ� ల�  
     యతŠమ� ĽÐĽ ిķĮెŠ  దయ నయŪķ ĥాలమ� దపťక¡ండగȴ. 
                           ( లÌİ� ) 

 (ఆ)తన మృదు తలťమందు వǵĮ�మణ� ķ¹Ûన రమ�లల�మ Ƿû ం 

     దును Ĳ±డĦా దలంపక యదుపƔవర ం ĬెదుĸÃĦ� Ȁదమ�ం  
     దనుకగ ĦĖĦ�ȃంǩ య�ǩతĥ�Ƙయలం బĸ�త§ష§ś  జÃయ�చుȴ  
     ȇనయమ�నȴ భǭంĨె ; ధరణ�సుర Ĭెంతట� ĵ�గŪవంత§Ĭో  ? 

12.ననŤయ Įȃెĳని ĸాజǶǳ ఎట�śİ�.  
                      (లÌİ�)  
    İౌమŪ ధĸĆũపİశేమ� ఆı�రంĦా ǳకŐన కȇĮ�ĸ�త§లను ȇవĸ�ంచంĬ�. 
13. ‘క¡ĨలేĐǷాఖ�Ūనం’ ǷాఠŪ ĵ�గం ఆı�రంĦా ĽÐŤహమ�ధుĸాŪǵŤ వĸ�şంచంĬ�. 
                       ( లÌİ� )       
    İౌమ�Ūడ¦ Ĩĳెిťన ĽÐవక¡ǵ ధĸాũలను ȇవĸ�ంచంĬ�. 
14. బ�లచందుƔ ǵ పĸాకƘమ�ǵŤ వĸ�şంచంĬ�.  
                       ( లÌİ� )  
    Ľతీ ĸావణ సంĺాద ȎాĸాంĻాǵŤ ĸాయంĬ�.  
15. కరũı�రయ సమ�సమ�లను Ĳ�ȃœంట�ǵ Ȏč İ�హరణమ�Ħా ȇవĸ�ంచంĬ�.  
                       లÌİ� )  
     ఉతťలమ�ల, చంపమ�ల పదŪమ�లలĐ ఒకİ�ǵĥ� లǖŪ, లǖణమ�లను ĸాయంĬ�.     

 
 

 
 
 

Ĭ�. ǭ. Ĭ�. జćŪǴశŵĸ� İేȇ  
                                                                 ǹ.ట�.కĹ�Ļాల , మదనపȃų.  

 
 

        



Learning Outrome: 

On completion of 1his course. 1he UG s1uden1s will be able to 

✓ Understand the significance of value inputs in a classroom and s1art applying them in
their life and profession

✓ Ois1inguish between values and skills. happiness and accumulatiOII of physical
facilities. 1he Self and the Body. Intention and Compc1ence of an individual. etc .

., Understand 1hc value of hannonious relationship based on 1rus1 and resps.-.:1 in 1heir life 
and profession 

✓ Undersumd 1he role of a human being in ensuring. harmony in socie1y and nn1ure . 
., Oisiinguish between ethical and unethical practices. and start working oot the stnitegi 

to actualize a hannonious environment wherever they work. 

UNIT: I Introduction - Definition, Importance, Process & Classifications ofValut' 
Education 

❖ Understanding the need. basic guidelines. content and process for Value Education
❖ Understanding the thought provoking issues: need for Values in ourdail) life
❖ Choices making -Choosing, Cherishing & Acting
❖ Classitication of Value Education: undersranding Personal Values. Social Values.

Moral Values&. Spiritual Values.

UNIT: 2 Rarmony in the Family- Undel'Standing Values in Human Relationships 

✓ Understanding hannony in the Family• Ute basic unit of human interaction
✓ Understanding the set of proposals to verify the I lomtony in the Family:
✓ Trust ( Vishwas) and Respect (Sammm1) as the foundational values of relationship
✓ Present Scenario: Differentiation (Disrespect) in relationships on the basis of  liod), 

physical facili1ies. or beliefs.
✓ UnderSIBnding the Problems faced due to differentia1ion in Relationships
✓ Understanding Ute harmony in the society (society being an extension of

family): Samadhan. Samridlil. Abhoy. Sah-astih•a as comprehensive Human Goals
✓ Visualiiing a universal hannonious order in society• Undi\ ided Society

(AkhwidSama;). Universal Order (San·abhaumVyciw<JStha )- from family to world
famil}.

UNIT: JProfessional Ethics in Education 

✓ Understanding abotn Professional ln1egrity, Respc<:t &. Equality. Privaoy, Building
Trusting Relationships.

✓ Understanding the concepts: Positive co-operation. Respecting 1he comp,.1cnce of Other
professions.

✓ Undcrsranding about Ta�ing initiative and Promoting Ute culture of openness.
✓ Depicting Loyalty towards Goals and objectives.

I SEMESTER (SYLLABUS) 
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SRI VENKATESWARA UNIVERSITY, TIRUPATI

I SEMESTER - MODEL QUESTION PAPER

SKILL DEVELOPMENT COURSES
SCIENCE STREAM

ELECTRICAL APPLIANCES

Max. Marks : 50 Time :1 ½ hrs (90 minutes)

(4x5M=20 Marks)
SECTION – A

Answer any four questions. Each answer carries 5 Marks

1. Define current and resistance?

2. Explain the Ohm’s law

3. What is earthling and why is it necessary?

4. Define RMS & Peak values?

5. What in over loading explain?

6. Explain Induction heater

7. Write brief note on refrigerator

8. Write a note on IS codes and IE codes.

SECTION - B (3x10M=30 Marks)

Answer any four questions. Each answer carries 10 Marks

9. Derive equivalent resistance when resistors are connected in parallel?

10.Explain the Star equivalent for delta connected network

11.Explain working of Fuse, MCB and  Inverter

12.Explain the Principal and working of Electric fan

13.Describe Electric bulbs, CFL and LED Lights



SRI VENKATESWARA UNIVERSITY 

SKILL DEVELOPMENT COURSES 

 

COMMERCE STREAM  

FIRST YEAR B.Com. – FIRST SEMESTER 

 

INSURANCE PROMOTION 
Under CBCS W.E.F. 2020-21 

 

Learning Outcomes: 

By successful completion of the course, students will be able to; 

1. Understand the field level structure and functioning of insurance sector and it’s 

role in protecting the risks 

2. Comprehend pertaining skills and their application for promoting insurance 

coverage 

3. Prepare better for the Insurance Agent examination conducted by IRDA 

4. Plan ‘promoting insurance coverage practice’ as one of the career options. 

 

SYLLABUS: 

Section I: 06 Hrs 

Introduction of Insurance - Types of insurances. Growth of Insurance sector in India - 

Regulatory mechanism (IRDA) - Its functions 

 

Section II: 10 Hrs 

Life Insurance plans. Health insurance plans.Products and features. Contents of 

documents– Sales Promotion methods - Finding prospective customers –Counselling – 

Helping customers in filing - Extending post-insurance service to customers. 

 

Section III : 10 Hrs 

General Insurance - It's products (Motor, Marine,Machinery, Fire, Travel and 

Transportation) and features.Contents of documents.Dealing with customers – Explaining 

Products to Customers - Promoting Customer loyalty. Maintenance of Records. 
 

Co-curricular Activities Suggested: (4 hrs) 

1. Collection of pamphlets of various insurance forms and procedures 

2. Invited Lectures by Development Officers concerned 

 

3. Mock practice of selling of insurance products 

4. Preparation of working documents 

5. Assignments, Group discussion, Quiz etc. 

 

  



Reference books: 

1. Principles of Insurance, Himalaya publishing House 

2. Principles and Practice of Insurance, " 

3. Fundamentals of insurance, " 

4. Life and General Insurance Management, " 

5. Financial services, Tata McGraw hill 

6. Insurance Principles and Practices, Sultan Chand &Son   

7. Websites on insurance  promotion.                     

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



SRI VENKATESWARA UNIVERSITY 

SKILL DEVELOPMENT COURSES 

COMMERCE STREAM  

I SEMESTER 

INSURANCE PROMOTION 

Revised Syllabus under CBCS W.E.F. 2020-21 

MODEL PAPER 

[Max. Marks: 50]                                                                         [Time: 1½ Hours (90 Min.)] 
 

 
 

Section – A  

[Total: 4 X 5 = 20 Marks] 
 
(Answer any FOUR questions. Each answer carries 5 marks) 
 

1.   Define Insurance. 

2.   Write about Life Insurance plan. 

3.   Brief about IRDA regulatory mechanism 

4.   General Insurance. 

5.   Explain about post insurance service. 

6.   What are sales promotion methods? 

7.   Travel Insurance 

8.    What is Counselling? 
 
 
 

Section – B  

[Total: 3 X 10 = 30 Marks] 
 

 

(Answer any THREE questions. Each answer carries 10 marks) 
 

 

9.   Write about the growth in Insurance sector.  

10.  Explain the types of Insurance. 

11. Explain about Products and features of Health Insurance and also write the contents of  

  documents. 

12. What are the products of General Insurance? 

13. Explain the steps involved regarding to customers.  



REVISED SYLLABUS FOR CORE COURSES 

 

CBCS/ SEMESTER SYSTEM 

(w.e.f.  2020-21 Admitted Batch) 

 

 

CORE COURSES STRUCTURE 

(Sem-I to Sem-IV) 

 

 

Course Subje

ct 

H

rs. 

Cred

its 

ES Tot

al 

 

 

Course -I 

Differential 

Equations & 

Differential Equations 

Problem Solving Sessions 

 

 

6 

 

 

5 

 

 

 

 

75 

 

 

 

 

 

Course -II 

Three dimensional analytical 

Solid geometry 

& 

Three dimensional analytical 

Solid Geometry 

Problem Solving Sessions 

 

 

 

6 

 

 

 

5 

 

 

 

 

 

 

75 

 

 

 

 

 

Course -III 

Abstract 

Algebra & 

Abstract Algebra 

Problem Solving Sessions 

 

 

6 

 

 

5 

 

 

 

 

75 

 

 

 

 

Course -IV 

Real 

Analysis & 

Real Analysis 

Problem Solving Sessions 

 

 

6 

 

 

5 

 

 

 

 

75 

 

 

 

 

Course -V 

Linear 

Algebra & 

Linear Algebra 

Problem Solving Sessions 

 

 

6 

 

 

5 

 

 

 

 

75 

 

 

IA 

25

 

25

 

25

 

25 

25

 
100 

100 

100

 

100

 

100 

 B.A./B.Sc. MATHEMATICS 
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CBCS/ SEMESTER SYSTEMB.A./B.Sc. MATHEMATICS (w.e.f. 2020-21 admitted Batch)  

DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 

SYLLABUS (75 Hours) 

 

 

Course Outcomes: 

After successful completion of this course, the student will be able to;  

 1.Solve linear differential equations 

2. Convert non-exact homogeneous equations to exact differential equations   

       by using integrating factors. 

3. Know the methods of finding solutions of differential equations of the first      

   order but not of the first degree. 

4. Solve higher-order linear differential equations, both homogeneous and non homogeneous, 

with constant coefficients. 

5. Understand the concept and apply appropriate methods for solving differential equations. 

 

 

 

Course Syllabus: 

 

 

UNIT – I (12 Hours) 

Differential Equations of first order and first degree: 

Linear Differential Equations; Differential equations reducible to linear form; Exact differential equations; 

Integrating factors; Change of variables.  

 

UNIT – II (12 Hours) 

Differential Equations of first order but not of the first degree: 

Equations solvable for p; Equations solvable for y; Equations solvable for x; Equations that do not contain x (or 

y); Equations homogeneous in x and y; Equations of the first degree in x and y – Clairaut’s Equation. 

 

UNIT – III (12 Hours) 

Higher order linear differential equations-I: 

Solution of homogeneous linear differential equations of order n with constant coefficients; Solution of the 

non-homogeneous linear differential equations with constant coefficients by means of polynomial operators. 

General Solution of f(D)y=0. General Solution of f(D)y=Q when Q is a function of x, 

P.I. of f(D)y = Q when Q= beax 

P.I. of f(D)y = Q when Q is bsinax or bcos ax. 

SEMESTER-I 
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UNIT – IV (12 Hours) 

Higher order linear differential equations-II: 

Solution of the non-homogeneous linear differential equations with constant coefficients. 

P.I. of f(D)y = Q when Q= bxk 

P.I. of f(D)y = Q when Q= eaxV , where V is a function of x. 

P.I. of f(D)y = Q when Q= xV , where V is a function of x. 

UNIT –V (12 Hours) 

Higher order linear differential equations-III : 

Method of variation of parameters; Linear differential Equations with non-constant coefficients; The Cauchy-

Euler Equation, Legendre's linear equations. 

 

Co-Curricular Activities(15 Hours) 

Seminar/ Quiz/ Assignments/ Applications of Differential Equations to Real life Problem /Problem Solving. 

Text Book : 

Differential Equations and Their Applications by Zafar Ahsan, published by Prentice-Hall of India Pvt. Ltd, 

New Delhi-Second edition. 

 

Reference Books : 

1.A text book of Mathematics for B.A/B.Sc, Vol 1, by N. Krishna Murthy & others, published by S.Chand 

& Company, New Delhi. 

2.Ordinary and Partial Differential Equations by Dr. M.D,Raisinghania, published by S. Chand & Company, 

New Delhi. 

3.Differential Equations with applications and programs – S. Balachandra Rao & HR Anuradha- 

Universities Press. 

4.Differential Equations -Srinivas Vangala & Madhu Rajesh, published by Spectrum University   

     Press. 

 

 
                                                                                                  Dr.G.Sreenivasulu Reddy, BOS Chairman. 

                                                                                                  Mathematics, S.V.University, Tirupati 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 



Recommended Question Paper Patterns and Models BLUE PRINT FOR 

QUESTION PAPER PATTERN COURSE-I, DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 

 

 
Unit 

 
TOPIC 

S.A.Q(including 

choice) 

E.Q(including 

choice) 

Total 

Marks 

I 
Differential Equations of 1st order and 

1st degree 
2 2 30 

 

II 

Orthogonal Trajectories, 

 
Differential Equations of 1st order but 

not of 1st degree 

 

2 

 

2 

 

30 

III 
Higher Order Linear Differential 

Equations (with constant coefficients) – 

I 

1 2 25 

 
IV 

Higher Order Linear Differential 

Equations (with constant coefficients) 

– II 

 
2 

 
2 

 
30 

 
V 

Higher Order Linear 

Differential Equations- III (with 

non constant coefficients) 

 
1 

 
2 

 
25 

TOTAL 8 10 140 

 

 

                            S.A.Q. = Short answer questions (5 marks) 

                              E.Q. = Essay questions (10 marks) 

 
 

Short answer questions : 5 X 5 M = 25 M 

Essay questions : 5 X 10 M  = 50 M 

………………...... 

Total Marks = 75 M 

............................ 

 

 



CBCS/ SEMESTER SYSTEM 

MATHEMATICS MODEL PAPER 

Time: 3Hrs Max.Marks:75M 

SECTION - A 

 
Answer any FIVE questions. Each question carries FIVE marks5 X 5 M=25 M 

 

1. Solve  22 log 0
dy

x y x x
dx

+ − =  

2. Solve y + px = p2x4. 

3. Solve (px − y)(py + x) = 2p 

                4.  Solve (D2 − 3D + 2) = cosh x 

                5.Solve 2( 3 2) sin xD D y e−− + =  

          6.Solve 2( 6 13) 8 sin 2xD D y e x− + =   

         7.Solve(D2 − 4D + 3)y = sin 3x cos 2x. 

         8.Solve x2y′′ − 2x(1 + x)y′ + 2(1 + x)y = x3 

SECTION - B 

Answer ALL the questions. Each question carries TEN marks. 5 X 10 M = 50 M 
 

 

9 a) Solve  3 2 2 4( ) 2( ) 0xy y dx x y x y dy+ + + + =  

                      (Or) 

    9b). Solve 2 3( ) 1
dy

x y xy
dx

+ =
 

 

10.a) Solve 2 22 cotp py x y+ =  

                       (Or) 

10   b) Find the orthogonal trajectories of the family of curves  

2 2 2
3 3 3x y a+ = where ‘a’ is the              

    parameter. 

 

11a) Solve 3 2( 1) cos2D D D y x+ − − =  

                      (Or) 

11b) Solve 2( 4 3) sin3 cos2D D y x x− + =  

(W.e.f 2020-21 Admitted Batch) B.A./B.Sc. MATHEMATICS 

SE-I, DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
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12 a) Solve (D2 − 2D + 4)y = 8(x2 + e2x + sin 2x) 

(Or) 

12b) Solve 2( 3 2) sinxD D y xe x+ + =  

 
 

13a) Solve (D2 − 2D)y = ex sin x by the method of variation of parameters. 

(Or) 

13 b)  Solve 
2

2

2
3

d y dy
x x y x

dx dx
+ + =  

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                                  Dr.G.Sreenivasulu Reddy, BOS Chairman. 

                                                                                                  Mathematics, S.V.University, Tirupati.



Revised Syllabus Under CBCS W.E.F. 2020-21 

STRUCTURE 

Yea

r 

Seme
ste r 

Cou
rs e Title of the Course Mar

ks 

No.ofH
rs 

/Week 

No.o
f 
Cred
its 

 

 
I 

 
I 

 
I 

Mechanics, Waves and 
Oscillations 

100 4 0
3 

Practical Course- I 50 2 0
2  

 
  

SRI VENKATESWARA UNIVERSITY :: TIRUPATI 
 

FIRST YEAR B.Sc. PHYSICS (WITH MATHEMATICS) 
FIRST SEMESTER 



SRI VENKATESWARA UNIVERSITY :: TIRUPATI 
 

FIRST YEAR B.Sc. PHYSICS (WITH MATHEMATICS) 
FIRST SEMESTER 

Revised Syllabus Under CBCS W.E.F. 2020-21 

Course I: MECHANICS, WAVES AND OSCILLATIONS 

Work load: 60 hrs per semester 4 hrs/week 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Course outcomes: 

On successful completion of this course, the students will be able to: 

 Understand Newton’s laws of motion and motion of variable mass 

system and its application to rocket motion and the concepts of impact 

parameter, scattering cross section. 

 Apply the rotational kinematic relations, the principle and working of 

gyroscope and itapplicationsand the precessional motion of a freely 

rotating symmetric top. 

 Comprehend the general characteristics of central forces and the 

application of  Kepler’s laws to describe the motion of planets and 

satellite in  circular orbit through  the study of law of Gravitation. 

 Understand postulates of Special theory of relativity and its 

consequences such as  length contraction, time dilation, relativistic mass 

and mass-energy equivalence. 

 Examinephenomena of simple harmonic motionand the distinction 

between undamped, damped and forced oscillations and the concepts of 

resonance and quality factor with reference to damped harmonic 

oscillator. 

 Appreciate the formulation of the problem of coupled oscillations and 

solve them to obtain normal modes of oscillation and their frequencies  in  

simple  mechanical systems.  



 Figure outthe formation of harmonics and overtones in a stretched string 

and acquire the knowledge on Ultrasonic waves, their production and 

detection and their applications in different fields. 

UNIT-I: 

1. Mechanics of Particles (5 hrs) 

Review of Newton’s Laws of Motion, Motion of variable mass system, Motion 

of a rocket, Multistage rocket, Concept of impact parameter, scattering 

cross-section, Rutherford scattering- Derivation. 

 

2. Mechanics  of Rigid bodies (7 hrs) 

Rigid body, rotational kinematic relations, Equation of motion for a rotating 

body, Angular momentum and Moment of inertia tensor, Euler equations, 

Precession of a spinning top, Gyroscope, Precession of the equinoxes 

 
Unit-II: 

3. Motion in a Central Force Field (12hrs) 

Central forces, definition and examples, characteristics of  central  forces, 

conservative  nature  of central forces, Equation of motion under a central 

force, Kepler’s laws of planetary motion- Proofs, Motion of satellites, Basic 

idea of Global Positioning System (GPS), 

UNIT-III: 

4. Relativistic Mechanics (12hrs) 

Introduction to relativity, Frames of reference, Galilean transformations, 

absolute frames, Michelson-Morley experiment, negative result, Postulates 

of Special theory of relativity,  Lorentz transformation, time dilation, length 

contraction, variation of mass with velocity, Einstein’s mass-energy relation 

 
Unit-IV: 

5. Undamped, Damped and Forced oscillations: (07 

hrs) Simple harmonic oscillator and solution of the differential equation, 

Damped harmonic oscillator, Forced harmonic oscillator – Their 

differential equations and solutions, Resonance, Logarithmic decrement, 

Relaxation time and Quality factor. 

6. Coupled oscillations: (05 hrs) 

Coupled oscillators-Introduction, Two coupled oscillators, Normal 

coordinates and Normal modes- N-coupled oscillators and wave equation. 



Unit-V: 

7. Vibrating Strings: (07 hrs) 

Transverse wave propagation along a stretched string,  General solution of 

wave equation and  its significance, Modes of vibration of stretched string 

clamped at ends, Overtones and Harmonics,Melde’s strings. 

8. Ultrasonics: (05 hrs) 

Ultrasonics, General Properties of ultrasonic waves, Production of 

ultrasonics by piezoelectric and magnetostriction methods, Detection of 

ultrasonics, Applications of ultrasonic waves. 

REFERENCE BOOKS: 

 B. Sc. Physics, Vol.1, Telugu Academy, Hyderabad 

 Fundamentals of Physics Vol. I - Resnick, Halliday, Krane ,Wiley India 2007 

 College Physics-I. T. Bhimasankaram and G. Prasad. Himalaya Publishing 
House. 

 University Physics-FW Sears, MW Zemansky& HD Young,Narosa 

Publications, Delhi 

 Mechanics, S.G.Venkatachalapathy, Margham Publication, 2003. 

 Waves and Oscillations. N. Subramanyam and Brijlal, VikasPulications. 

 Unified Physics - Waves and Oscillations, Jai PrakashNath&Co.Ltd. 

 Waves & Oscillations. S.Badami, V. Balasubramanian and K.R. 

Reddy, Orient Longman. 

 The Physics of Waves and Oscillations, N.K.Bajaj, Tata McGraw Hill 

 Science and Technology of Ultrasonics- Baldevraj, Narosa, New Delhi,2004 
 

 

 
BOS Chairman 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Practical Course 1: Mechanics, Waves and Oscillations 

Work load: 30 hrs per semester 2 hrs/week 

 

 
Course outcomes (Practicals): 

On successful completion of this practical course, the student will be able to; 

 Perform experiments on Properties of matter such as the 

determination of moduli of elasticity viz., Young’s modulus, 

Rigidity modulus of certain materials;  Surface  tension of 

water , Coefficient of viscosity of a liquid , Moment of inertia of 

some regular bodies by different methods and compare the 

experimental values with the standard values. 

 Know how to determine the acceleration due to gravity at a 

place using Compound pendulum and Simple pendulum. 

 Notice the difference between flat resonance and sharp 

resonance in case of volume resonator and sonometer 

experiments respectively. 

 Verify the laws of transverse vibrations in a stretched string 

using sonometer and comment on the relation between 

frequency, length and tension of a stretched string under 

vibration. 

 Demonstrate the formation of stationary waves on a 

string in Melde’s string experiment. 

 Observe the motion of coupled oscillators and normal modes. 

Minimum of 6 experiments to be done and recorded: 
 

 
1. Young’s modulus of the material of a bar (scale) by uniform bending 

2. Young’s modulus of the material a bar (scale) by non- uniform 
bending 

3. Surface tension of a liquid by capillary rise method 

4. Viscosity of liquid by the flow method (Poiseuille’s method) 

5. Bifilar suspension –Moment of inertia of a regular rectangular body. 

6. Fly-wheel -Determination of moment of inertia 

7. Rigidity modulus of material of a wire-Dynamic method (Torsional 
pendulum) 

8. Volume resonator experiment 



9. Determination of ‘g’ by compound/bar pendulum 

10. Simple pendulum- normal distribution of errors-estimation of 

time period and the error of the mean by statistical analysis 

11. Determination of the force constant of a spring by static and dynamic 
method. 

12. Coupled oscillators 

13. Verification of laws of vibrations of stretched string –Sonometer 

14. Determination of frequency of a bar –Melde’s experiment. 

15. Study of a damped oscillation using the torsional pendulum 

immersed in liquid-decay constant and damping correction of 

the amplitude. 

 
RECOMMENDED CO-CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES: 

MEASURABLE 

 Assignments (in writing and doing forms on the aspects of 

syllabus  content  and  outside the syllabus content. Shall be 

individual and challenging) 

 Student seminars (on topics of the syllabus and related aspects 
(individual activity) 

 Quiz (on topics where the content can be compiled by smaller 

aspects and data (Individuals or groups as teams) 

 Field studies (individual observations and recordings as per  

syllabus  content  and related areas (Individual or team activity) 

 Study projects (by very small groups of students on selected 

local real-time problems pertaining to syllabus or related areas. 

The individual participation and contribution of students shall 

be ensured (team activity) 

GENERAL 

 Group Discussion 

 Visit to Research Stations, Science Museum Centres to 

understand the basic principles of mechanics with live 

examplesand related industries 

 Visit to Satellite launching station at Sri Harikota. 
 

 
 
 
RECOMMENDED ASSESSMENT METHODS 



Some of the following suggested assessment methodologies could be 

adopted; 

 The oral and written examinations (Scheduled and surprise tests) 

 Problem-solving exercises 

 Practical assignments and Observation of practical skills 

 Individual and group project reports 

 Efficient delivery using seminar presentations 

 Viva voce interviews. 
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2. Write Euler’s equations for a rigid rotating body.

3. If the mean distance of Mars from the Sun is 1.524 times that of the earth.
Find the period of revolution of Mars about the Sun.

4. What is length contraction and obtain an expression for it
5. At what speed the mass of an object will be double of its value at rest.
6. Write briefly on forced oscillations
7. Write a short note on coupled oscillators
8. Write any five applications of ultrasonic waves

SECTION-B

(Essay type questions)

Answer All questions with internal choice from each Unit                       5x10=50

Or
b).Define rigid body. Deduce an equation of motion for a rotating rigid body.

SRI VENKATESWARA UNIVERSITY :: TIRUPATI
B.Sc PHYSICS

   Model question paper

Time: 3 hrs Max. Marks: 75

SECTION–A

(Short Answer Type Questions)

Answer any five out of the following eight questions 5x5=25

1. Write a note on scattering cross-section.

9. a).Derive an expression for the velocity of a rocket moving under the
influence of earth’s gravitational field.

[For Mathematical Combination] - W.E.F. 2020-21



Or
b).State and prove Kepler’s laws of planetary motion.

Or
b).State postulates of special theory of relativity. Derive Einstein’s mass

energy relation

Or
b).Determine spring constant of springs in series method by dynamic
method.

Or
b).What are Ultrasonics? Derive any method of production of Ultrasonics.

*******

10. a).What  is  a  central  force?  Deduce an equation  of  motion  of  a  particle 
underthe action of central force.

11. a).Describe the Michelson-Morley experiment and explain the significance 
ofnegative result.

12. a).What is simple harmonic motion and derive an equation of motion of 
asimple harmonic oscillator.

13. a).What are transverse waves? Derive an expression for its velocity along 
astretched string.



SRI VENKATESWARA UNIVERSITY :: TIRUPATI 
 

FIRST YEAR B.Sc. COMPUTER SCIENCE / INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY 
FIRST SEMESTER 

Revised Syllabus Under CBCS W.E.F. 2020-21 

 

PROBLEM SOLVING IN C 

 

Semest
er 

Course 

 
Objectives: 

 

 
This course aims to provide exposure to problem-solving through 

programming. It introduces the concepts of the C Programming language. 

Course Learning Outcomes: 
 

 
Upon successful completion of the course, a student will be able to: 

 
 

1. Understand the evolution and functionality of a Digital Computer. 

2. Apply logical skills to analyse a given problem 

3. Develop an algorithm for solving a given problem. 

4. Understand ‘C’ language constructs like Iterative statements, Array 

processing, Pointers, etc. 

5. Apply ‘C’ language constructs to the algorithms towrite a ‘C’ language 

program. 
 
 

 
UNIT I 

General Fundamentals: Introduction to computers: Block diagram of a 

computer, characteristics and limitations of computers, applications of 

computers, types of computers, computer generations. 

Introduction to Algorithms and Programming Languages: Algorithm – 

Key features of Algorithms, Flow Charts, Programming Languages – 

Generations of Programming Languages – Structured Programming 

Language- Design and Implementation of Correct, Efficient and 

Maintainable Programs. 

Course  Title      
Code  

I C1 PROBLEM SOLVING IN C   



UNIT II 

Introduction to C: Introduction – Structure of C Program – Writing the first 

C Program – File used in C Program – Compiling and Executing C Programs 

– Using Comments –Keywords – Identifiers – Basic Data Types in C – 

Variables – Constants – I/O Statements in C- Operators in C- Programming 

Examples. 

Decision Control and Looping Statements: Introduction to Decision 

Control Statements– Conditional Branching Statements – Iterative 

Statements – Nested Loops – Break and Continue Statement – Goto 

Statement 

 
UNIT III 

Arrays: Introduction – Declaration of Arrays – Accessing elements of the 

Array – Storing Values in Array– Operations on Arrays – one dimensional, 

two dimensional and multi dimensional arrays, character handling and 

strings. 

 
UNIT IV 

Functions: Introduction – using functions – Function declaration/ prototype 

– Function definition – function call – return statement – Passing parameters 

– Scope of variables – Storage Classes – Recursive functions. 

Structure, Union, and Enumerated Data Types: Introduction – Nested 

Structures – Arrays of Structures – Structures and Functions– Union – 

Arrays of Unions Variables – Unions inside Structures – Enumerated Data 

Types. 

 
UNIT V 

Pointers: Understanding Computer Memory – Introduction to Pointers – 

declaring Pointer Variables – Pointer Expressions and Pointer Arithmetic – 

Null Pointers - Passing Arguments to Functions using Pointer – Pointer and 

Arrays – Memory Allocation in C Programs – Memory Usage – Dynamic 

Memory Allocation – Drawbacks of Pointers 

Files: Introduction to Files – Using Files in C – Reading Data from Files – 

Writing Data to Files – Detecting the End-of-file – Error Handling during File 

Operations – Accepting Command Line Arguments. 

 



BOOKS 

1. E Balagurusamy – Programming in ANSIC – Tata McGraw-Hill publications. 

2. Brain W Kernighan and Dennis M Ritchie - The ‘C’ Programming 

language” - Pearson publications. 

3. Ashok N Kamthane: Programming with ANSI and Turbo C, Pearson 

Edition Publications. 

4. YashavantKanetkar - Let Us ‘C’ – BPB Publications. 
 

 
RECOMMENDED CO-CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES: 

(Co-curricular activities shall not promote copying from textbook or from 

others work and shall encourage self/independent and group learning) 

 
A. Measurable 

1. Assignments (in writing and doing forms on the aspects of syllabus 

content and outside the syllabus content. Shall be individual and 

challenging) 

2. Student seminars (on topics of the syllabus and related aspects (individual 
activity)) 

3. Quiz (on topics where the content can be compiled by smaller aspects 

and data (Individuals or groups as teams)) 

4. Study projects (by very small groups of students on selected local real-

time problems pertaining to syllabus or related areas. The individual 

participation and contribution of students shall be ensured (team 

activity 

 
B. General 

1. Group Discussion 

2. Try to solve MCQ’s available online. 

3. Others 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



RECOMMENDED CONTINUOUS ASSESSMENT METHODS: 

Some of the following suggested assessment methodologies could be adopted; 

1. The oral and written examinations (Scheduled and surprise tests), 

2. Closed-book and open-book tests, 

3. Problem-solving exercises, 

4. Practical assignments and laboratory reports, 

5. Observation of practical skills, 

6. Individual and group project reports like “Creating Text Editor in C”. 

7. Efficient delivery using seminar presentations, 

8. Viva voce interviews. 

9. Computerized adaptive testing, literature surveys and evaluations, 

10. Peers and self-assessment, outputs form individual and collaborative work 
 



 

Problem solving in C LAB 

 

Semest
er 

Course 
Code 

Course Title Hour
s 

Credit
s 

I C1-P PROBLEM SOLVING IN C 
LAB 

30 2 

 
 

1. Write a program to check whether the given number is Armstrong or not. 

2. Write a program to find the sum of individual digits of a positive integer. 

3. Write a program to generate the first n terms of the Fibonacci sequence. 

4. Write a program to find both the largest and smallest number in a list of 
integer values 

5. Write a program to demonstrate refection of parameters in swapping 

of two integer values using Call by Value&Call by Address 

6. Write a program that uses functions to add two matrices. 

7. Write a program to calculate factorial of given integer value using recursive 
functions 

8. Write a program for multiplication of twoN X N matrices. 

9. Write a program to perform various string operations. 

10. Write a program to search an element in a given list of values. 

11. Write a program to sort a given list of integers in ascending order. 

12. Write a program to calculate the salaries of all employees using 

Employee (ID,  Name, Designation, Basic Pay, DA, HRA, Gross 

Salary, Deduction, Net Salary) structure. 

a. DA is 30 % of Basic Pay 

b. HRA is 15% of Basic Pay 

c. Deduction is 10% of (Basic Pay + DA) 

d. Gross Salary = Basic Pay + DA+ HRA 

e. Net Salary = Gross Salary – Deduction 
  



 

13. Write a program to illustrate pointer arithmetic. 

14. Write a program to read the data character by character from a file. 

15. Write a program to createBook (ISBN,Title, Author, Price, Pages, 

Publisher)structureand store book details in a file and perform the 

following operations 

a. Add book details 

b. Search a book details for a given ISBN and display book details, if 
available 

c. Update a book details using ISBN 

d. Delete book details for a given ISBN and display list of remaining 
Books 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

SRI VENKATESWARA UNIVERSITY 

B.Sc. DEGREE COURSE IN COMPUTER SCIENCE 

W.E.F. 2020-21 

MODEL QUESTION PAPER 

 

Time: 3 hours             Marks: 75 marks 

Note: This question paper contains two parts A and B. 
Part A is compulsory which carries 25 marks. Answer any five of the 
following questions in Part A. 
Part B consists of 5 Units. Answer one full question (A or B) from each unit 
(i.e., Q.No 9 from Unit – I, Q.No 10 from Unit – II, Q.No 11 from Unit – III,              
Q.No 12 from Unit – IV, Q.No 13 from Unit – V). Each question carries 10 
marks. 
  

PART – A 

Answer any Five of the following question.                          (5X5=25M) 

 

1.   

2.   

3.   

4.   

5.   

6.   

7.   

8.   

 

 

(P.T.O) 



PART – B 
 

Answer All The Questions. Each question carries 10 marks (5X10= 50M) 

 

9.  (A) 

OR 

(B) 

10.  (A) 

OR 

(B)  

11.  (A) 

OR 

(B) 

 

12.  (A) 

OR 

(B)  

13.  (A) 

OR 

(B) 

 
  
 

 

 

 





SRI VENKATESWARA UNIVERSITY 
B.A. / B.Com. / B.Sc. DEGREE EXAMINATION IN ENGLISH 

FIRST YEAR - SECOND SEMESTER 
(Revised Syllabus under CBCS w.e.f. 2020-21) 

 

ENGLISH PRAXIS COURSE-II 
A COURSE IN READING & WRITING SKILLS 

 
Time: 3 hours        Max Marks: 75 
 

I) Answer any THREE of the following questions    (3X5=15) 
 

a. Summarize Russell’s, “How to Avoid Foolish Opinion” 
 

b. Write Noun forms for the following words by adding a Suffix: 
 

i) Manage ii) free  iii) pollute iv) create v) Maintain 
 

c. Write one word substitutes for the following 
 

i) A Government by one 
ii) One who looks at the bright side of things 
iii) A position for which no salary is paid 
iv) One who eats too much 
v) That which cannot be avoided. 

 

                               d.  Match the following into appropriate collocations: 
    A     B 
     i) Strong     i) Privacy 
                ii) Happy     ii) mistake 
               iii) some     iii) ending 
               iv) works     iv) coffee 
              v) Terrible     v) perfectly 
 

        e.   Avoiding stupidity is easier than seeking brilliance. Explain 
 

II) Answer any THREE of the following questions;    (3X5=15) 
 

a. Compare Torvald’s and Nora’s attitudes toward money 
b. How does Shelley describe the power of West Wind 
c. Describe Florence Nightingale 
d. Define Skimming 
e. Define Scanning 

 

III) Answer any THREE of the following questions    (3X5=15) 
 

a. What’s the theme of “The Night” Train at Deoli? 
b. Critically appreciate the poem “Upagupta” 
c. Why does the narrator say it is a game in the Night Train at Deoli 
d. Read the following passage and answer the questions that follow. 

Slavery can broadly be described as the ownership, buying and selling of human 
beings for the purpose of forced labour. The institution of slavery is as old as 
civilization. Many nations and empires were built by the muscles of the slaves. 



 Overtime people have found many reasons to justify slavery. Slaves were 
ususally considered somehow different than their owners. They may belong to 
different race, religion, nationality or ethnic background. By focussing on such 
differences, slave owners felt that they could deny basic human rights to their 
slaves. 
 

i) What is the purpose of the institution of slavery? 
ii) What is a slavery? 
iii) How were the empires built? 
iv) How were the slaves different from their masters? 
v) Give the meaning of ‘deny’ 
 

e. Make notes on the following passage. 
Early rising is the secret for a happy life. We all wish to live long but we cannot. 
We go against Nature. Nature likes us to work during day and to rest at night. 
But we do not obey this law of Nature. We do not go to bed early.We read or 
write late into night. Some of us keep playing, dancing and drinking whole night. 
So, we do not rise early. Our health breaks down and we fall ill. Nature takes 
revenge. We have to suffer for our disobedience. But birds and animals are 
healthy. They do not need a doctor every day. They sleep early and rise early. 
This simple habit will give everything.So, it is said: “Early to bed and early to 
rise makes a man healthy, wealthy and wise” 
 

IV) Answer any THREE of the following questions.    (3X5=15) 
 

a. Write a critical appreciation of the poem the Coromandel Fishers 
b. Make hay while the sun shines. Expand 
c. How does Sarojini Naidu a day in the lives of the fishermen? 
d. Imagine that you are the manager of a company. You want to inform your 

employees of an important meeting. Write a suitable notice. 
e. Explain minutes. 

V) Answer any THREE of the following questions    (3X5=15) 
 

a. Justify the title “An Astrologer’s Day” 
b. Prepare a CV for the post of a Sales Executive 
c. Write a letter to your friend about Carona crisis at your native place 
d. Write a resume for your dream job 
e. Assume that you received the letter of appointment for the post of General 

Manager from Splendour Pvt Ltd. Send an email to the company thanking them 
for the offer. 

-------0------ 
 

 
 

                     (05.12.2020) 
         (Dr M.SREELATHA), 

Chairman, 
BOS English(PASS). 



 ంకటశ ర శ లయం, ర ప  

.ఏ., . ాం., .య  ి., దలౖన ర ల  

జనర  ెల గ     స   2 

ఆదు క ెల గ  ా త ం 

ాఠ  పణ క - (2020 -21 నుం ) 

య  -  I  : ఆధు క క త ం  

1. ఆధు క క త ం          –      ప చయం  

2. ండ డ                  -       దువ  ా   

                                        (‘క ల’ గం వ  – ఖండ ా ా ల -న తమ ల సంప ట నుం  ) 

3. మ తృ సం తం               - అ ట సుబ ావ  (అ  ణ క  సంప ట నుం  ) 

4. త  నూల  గ           - బం ర  ప ాద మ  ( ‘కల త’ క  సంప ట నుం  )   

య  – II : క క  

5. లె గ  క క               -  ప చయం  

6. భయం (కథ )                 - ా పట ం ామ ావ   

7. దం ఖ దు ...? (కథ)     - ంట ల శ ర ావ   

య  - III : నవల  

8. లె గ  నవల                  - ప చయం  

9. రథ చ ాల  (నవల)           - మ ధర ా హన ావ  (సం ప ఇ  వృతం మ తం)  

10. రథ చ ాల  (స  ా సం ) – . యల పగడ మ ార న ావ  

య  – IV  :  టకం  

11. ెల గ  టకం                 -  ప చయం  

12. య ానమ  ( టక )        - ఎం. .ఎ . హర ధ ావ   

13. అప ర ప క ర ాల ధ ంసదృశ ం ‘య ానం’(స  ా సం)- . కం మళ  ాంబ వ ావ   

య  – V  : మర   

14. లె గ  ా త  మర         – ప చయం  

15. మర -స ర ప స ాల  : ఉతమ మర క డ -ల ణ ల .               

 
 

   Approved by B.o.S. 

 
 
 

Dr.G.D.Jyotheeswari Devi 

B.T.College,Madanapalli 



 
 
 
 

ఆ ర గం ల  : ా ాల  

1.ఆధు క క త ం – ప చయం    : చూ. ‘దృక ల ’ ప ట 1-22 ఆ ర  ఎ ీ .సత ాయణ 

2. లె గ  క క – ప చయం    : చూ. మన నవలల -మన క కల . ప ట 118 – 130   

                                                  ఆ ర  ాచ ాలం చంద ఖర    

3. లె గ  నవల – ప చయం      : చూ. నవల  ల ం. ప ట 1-17, వలం ాట ంటక సుబ య   

4. లె గ  టకం – ప చయం   : చూ. లె గ  టక రంగం. ప ట 17-25, ఆ ర  ఎ .గంగప  

5. లె గ  ా త  మర -ప చయం – చూ. లె గ  ా త  మర  – డ , డ   ప ట 213 – 217  

                                                 ెల గ  ాణ, అ దవ అ ల రత లె గ  మ సభల ప ే క సం క  

                                                 ఆ ర  . .సుబహ ణ ం  

6. నూ ళ  లె గ  టక రంగం     - ఆ ర  ద  గభ షణ శర   

7. టక ల ం                        -    ఆ ర  ద  గభ షణ శర  

8. ాం క నవల – కథన ల ం    -  ఆ ర  ి.మృణ   

 
*సూ ంచబ న స  ాఠ  ార కమమ ల   

1. ఆధు క క  సంబం ం న త క తలను/అం ాలను ఇ , ర ల తే ాట ద అ ౖ ంట  

ా ంచడం  

2. ా ా ం ాలక  సంబం ం న షయ ల ౖ ా ాల  ా ంచడం(  / అ ౖ ంట ) 

3. లె గ  ా త ంల  ప ది కథల ౖ,క తల ౖ స ల  ా ంచడం  

4. ఆధు క పద  ా ణ రచన ే ంచడం . 

5. ర లను బృం ల ా భ ం , టకల ౖ/నవలల ౖ స ల  ా ంచడం. 

6. ా త  ా ాల  క ంచడం.  బృంద చర  ర ంచడం, త పర టనల . 

7. ప దిుల మ ా  ా ాల  చ ం , ాట  ర ల ంత మ టలల  ా ంచడం.  

8. ా ా ం ాల ౖ ీ య మ ా  వ య ల  ా ంచడం.   

 
 
                                      ------------------- 

 
 

 

 
Approved by B.o.S. 

 
Dr.G.D.Jyotheeswari Devi                                                                                                                         

B.T.College,Madanapalli 



 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 ంకటశ ర శ లయం, ర ప  

.ఏ., . ాం., .య  ి., దలౖన ర ల  

జనర  ెల గ     స   2 

ఆదు క లె గ  ా త ం 

మ  పశ  పతమ  

సమయం:: 3 గం.          మ ర ల : 75 

అ – గమ  

ం  ా ల  ఐ ంట  సం ప సమ ల  ాయం  . 

ప  సమ  5 మ ర ల .                                                                      5X5 = 25 మ   

1. ండ డ                                    6. క క  

2. లె గ  నవల                             7. మర   

3. లె గ  టకం                           8. అ ట సుబ ావ   

4. ఆధు క క త ం                         9. ా పట ం ామ ావ   

5. య ానం                                10.జ నపద క ర ాల        
ఆ – గమ  

ం ా ల  అ  పశ లక  సమ ల  ాయం .  

ప  సమ  10 మ ర ల .                                                                   5X10 = 50 మ   

11. ఆధు క క త  ఆ ా వ ా ాలను వ ంచం .          (ల ) 

    ండ డ ల  దువ  ా  ా  సం ే ా  వ ంచం . 

12. లె గ  క కను ప చయం యేం .                       (ల )  

     భయం కథ ల  రచ త సం ే ా  ాయం . 

13. ా త  ప య ా నవల ా  మ ంచం .            (ల )  

    రథచ ాల  నవలల  ఇ వృ  ించం .  

14. లె గ  టక ప ణ మ  గ  ాయం .                (ల )  

     య ానం టక  ౖస  ా సం ాయం .  

15. లె గ  ా త  మర ను ప చయం ేయం .             (ల )  

     మర  స ర ప స ాలను వ సూ, ఉతమ మర క  ల ణ లను ాయం .  
 

Approved by B.o.S. 

        Dr.G.D.Jyotheeswari Devi 

B.T.College,Madanapalli     























SRI VENKATES WARA UNIVERSITY 
SKILL DEVELOPMENT COURSE 

SCIENCE STREAM 
FIRST YEAR - SECOND SEMESTER 

(UNDER CBCS W.E.F. 2020-21) 
 

SOLAR ENERGY 
 

MODEL QUESTION PAPER 
 
Max. Marks : 50       Time :1 ½ hrs (90 minutes) 
          (4x5M=20 Marks) 

 SECTION – A 
 

Answer any four questions. Each answer carries 5 Marks 

1. Explain solar Radiation at the Earth’s surface  

2. Write short note on solar pond.  

3. Explain Pyranometer.  

4. Explain the Principal of conversion of solar radiation into heat  

5. Write a note on solar green houses  

6. Describe about solar cookers 

7. Write a note on battery charges. 

8. Mention the applications of photo voltaic system  

SECTION - B  (3x10M=30 Marks) 

Answer any four questions. Each answer carries 10 Marks 

1. Explain solar energy storage systems 

2. Describe the experimental set up used in measurement of solar radiation by 

pyroheliometer.  

3. Explain the flat plate collectors  

4. Explain the concentrating collectors 

5. What is photo voltaic effect? describe working Principal of solar photo voltaic cell  

6. Explain various solar cells.  



SRI VENKATES WARA UNIVERSITY 
SKILL DEVELOPMENT COURSE 

SCIENCE STREAM 
FIRST YEAR - SECOND SEMESTER 

(UNDER CBCS W.E.F. 2020-21) 
 

FOOD ADULTERATION 
 

Total 30 hrs (02h/wk),                                                                02 Credits & Max Marks: 50 
 
Learning Outcomes: 
After successful completion of the course, students will be able to: 
 

1. Get basic knowledge onvarious foods and about adulteration. 

2. Understand the adulteration of common foods and their adverse impact on health 

3. Comprehend certain skills of detecting adulteration of common foods. 

4. Be able to extend their knowledge to other kinds of adulteration, detection and remedies. 

5. Know the basic laws and procedures regarding food adulteration and consumer 

protection. 
 

SYLLABUS: 
 

UNIT-I – Common Foods and Adulteration:                                                        (07hrs) 
 

Common Foods subjected to Adulteration - Adulteration – Definition – Types; Poisonous 
substances, Foreign matter, Cheap substitutes, Spoiled parts. Adulteration through Food 
Additives – Intentional and incidental. General Impact on Human Health. 

 

UNIT-II –: Adulteration of Common Foods and Methods of Detection:           (10hrs) 
 

Means of AdulterationMethods of Detection Adulterants in the following Foods; Milk, Oil, 
Grain, Sugar, Spices and condiments, Processed food, Fruits and vegetables. Additives and 
Sweetening agents (at least three methods of detection for each food item). 

 

UNIT-III –: Present Laws and Procedures on Adulteration:                                (08hrs) 
 

Highlights of Food Safety and Standards Act 2006 (FSSA) –Food Safety and Standards 
Authority of India–Rules and Procedures of Local Authorities. 
Role of voluntary agencies suchas, Agmark, I.S.I.Qualitycontrol laboratories of companies, 
Private testing laboratories,Quality controllaboratoriesofconsumerco-operatives. 
Consumer education,Consumer’s problemsrightsandresponsibilities, COPRA 2019 - Offenses 
and Penalties – Procedures to Complain – Compensation to Victims. 

 

Recommended Co-curricular Activities (including Hands on Exercises):         (05hrs) 
 

1. Collection of information on adulteration of some common foods from local market 

2. Demonstration of Adulteration detection methods for a minimum of 5 common foods   
(one method each) 
 

3. Invited lecture/training by local expert. 

4. Visit to a related nearby laboratory 

5. Assignments, Group discussion, Quiz etc



Reference e Books and Websites: 
 

1. A firstcourseinFoodAnalysis–A.Y.Sathe,NewAgeInternational(P)Ltd.,1999 

2. FoodSafety,casestudies–Ramesh.V.Bhat,NIN,1992 

3. https://old.fssai.gov.in/Portals/0/Pdf/Draft_Manuals/Beverages and confectionary.pdf 

4. https://cbseportal.com/project/Download-CBSE-XII-Chemistry-Project-Food- 

Adulteration#gsc.tab=0 (Downloadable e material on food adulteration) 

5. https://www.fssai.gov.in/ 

6. https://indianlegalsolution.com/laws-on-food-adulteration/ 

7. https://fssai.gov.in/dart/ 

8. https://byjus.com/biology/food-adulteration/ 

9. Wikiepedia 

10. Vikaspedia



SRI VENKATES WARA UNIVERSITY 
SKILL DEVELOPMENT COURSE 

SCIENCE STREAM 
FIRST YEAR - SECOND SEMESTER 

(UNDER CBCS W.E.F. 2020-21) 
 

FOOD ADULTERATION 
 

MODEL QUESTION PAPER 
 
Max. Marks: 50                                                                          Time: 1½ hrs (90 Minutes) 

 
SECTION- A                                          (4x5M=20 Marks) 

 
Answer any four questions. Each answer carries 5 marks 

(At least 1 question should be given from each Unit) 
 

 
 

1.   Define food adulteration? 
2.   Explain the adulteration through Food Additives 
3.   Name few cheap substitutes used in food adulteration 
4.   Give examples for food additives and sweetening agents 
5.   Write a short notes on processed food 
6.   Explain the procedures to complain about the food adulteration 
7.   Name the laws that governs the food adulteration 
8.   Explain the procedure to get ccompensation to the victims of food adulteration 

 
 
 

SECTION B                                   (3x10M = 30 Marks) 
 

Answer any three questions. Each answer carries 10 marks 
(At least 1 question should be given from each Unit) 

 
 

9.   Write an essay on the common Foods which are subjected to Adulteration and explain the 
types poisonous substances added for food adulteration 

10. Describe the highlights of Food Safety and Standards Act 2006 (FSSAI) 
11. Explain the food testing and standardized testing methods and protocols 
12. Write in detail about the general Impact of food adulteration on Human Health 
13. Write an essay on different types of offenses of food adulteration and the penalties 

imposed 
 

*** 



Course Outcomes: 

After successful completion of this course, the student will be able to; 

1. get the knowledge of planes. 

2. basic idea of lines, sphere and cones. 

3. understand the properties of planes, lines, spheres and cones. 

4. express the problems geometrically and then to get the solution. 
 

 

The Plane : 

 
UNIT – I (12 Hours)

Equation of plane in terms of its intercepts on the axis, Equations of the plane through the given 

points, Length of the perpendicular from a given point to a given plane, Bisectors of angles between two 

planes, Combined equation of two planes, Orthogonal projection on a plane. 

The Line : 

Equation of a line; Angle between a line and a plane; The condition that a given line may lie in a 

given plane; The condition that two given lines are coplanar; Number of arbitrary constants in the 

equations of straight line; Sets of conditions which determine a line; The shortest distance between two 

lines; The length and equations of the line of shortest distance between two straight lines; Length of the 

perpendicular from a given point to a given line. 

Course Syllabus: 

                                      

THREE DIMENSIONAL ANALYTICAL SOLID GEOMETRY 

Syllabus (75 Hours) 

 
UNIT – II (12 hrs) 

UNIT – III (12 hrs) 

The Sphere : 

Definition and equation of the sphere; Equation of the sphere through four given points; Plane 

sections of a sphere; Intersection of two spheres; Equation of a circle; Sphere through a given circle;

Intersection of a sphere and a line; Power of a point;  Tangent plane; Plane of contact;  Polar plane; 

Pole of a Plane; Conjugate points; Conjugate planes; 
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UNIT – IV (12 hrs) 

The Sphere and Cones : 

Angle of intersection of two spheres; Conditions for two spheres to be orthogonal; Radical plane; 

Coaxial system of spheres; 

Definitions of a cone; vertex; guiding curve; generators; Equation of the cone with a given vertex 

and guiding curve; equations of cones with vertex at origin are homogenous; Condition that the general 

equation of the second degree should represent a cone; 

UNIT – V (12 hrs) 

Cones : 

Enveloping cone of a sphere; right circular cone: equation of the right circular cone with a given 

vertex, axis and semi vertical angle: Condition that a cone may have three mutually perpendicular 

generators; intersection of a line and a quadric cone; Tangent lines and tangent plane at a point; 

Condition that a plane may touch a cone; Reciprocal cones; 

 
Co-Curricular Activities(15 Hours) 

Seminar/ Quiz/ Assignments/Three dimensional analytical Solid geometry and its applications/ Problem 

Solving. 

Reference Books : 

1. A text book of Mathematics for BA/B.Sc Vol 1, by V Krishna Murthy & Others, published by 

S. Chand & Company, New Delhi. 

2. A  text  Book  of  Analytical  Geometry  of  Three Dimensions, by P.K. Jain and Khaleel Ahmed, 

published by Wiley Eastern Ltd., 1999. 

3. Co-ordinate Geometry of two and three dimensions by P. Balasubrahmanyam, K.Y. Subrahmanyam, 

G.R. Venkataraman published by Tata-MC Gran-Hill Publishers Company Ltd., New Delhi. 

                                                                                                  Dr.G.Sreenivasulu Reddy, BOS Chairman. 

                                                                                                  Mathematics, S.V.University, Tirupati.

4. Solid Geometry by B.Rama Bhupal Reddy, published by Spectrum University Press. 

 

 

 
                                                                                              

Text Book : 

Analytical Solid Geometry by Shanti Narayan and P.K. Mittal, published by S. Chand & 

Company Ltd. 7th Edition. 



BLUE PRINT FOR QUESTION PAPER PATTERN 

COURSE-II, THREE DIMENSIONAL ANALYTICAL SOLID GEOMETRY 
 

 

U

nit ng 

choice) 

E.Q(includi

ng 

choice) 

Total 

Marks 

I The Plane 2 2 30 

II The Right 

Line 

2 2 30 

III The Sphere 2 2 30 

 
IV 

The Sphere 

 
& The Cone 

 
1 

 
2 

 
25 

V The Cone 1 2 25 

8 10 140 

 

 

 

S.A.Q. = Short answer questions (5 marks) 

E.Q. = Essay questions (10 marks) 

 
 

Short answer questions : 5 X 5 M = 25 M 

Essay questions : 5 X 10 M  = 50 M 

………………...... 

Total Marks = 75 M 

............................

S.A.Q(includi
TOPIC 

TOTAL 



Time: 3Hrs Max.Marks:75 M 

SECTION - A 

 

Answer any FIVE questions. Each question carries FIVE marks 5 X 5 M=25 M 

 

1. Find the equation of the plane through the point (-1,3,2) and perpendicular to the planes 

x+2y+2z=5 and 3x+3y+2z=8. 

2. Find the bisecting plane of the acute angle between the planes 3x-2y-6z+2=0,-2x+y-2z-2=0. 

3. Find the image of the point (2,-1,3) in the plane 3x-2y+z =9. 

4. Find the equation of the plane through the origin and containing the line   

5. A variable plane passes through a fixed point (a, b, c). It meets the axes 

5. Show that the plane 2x-2y+z+12=0 touches the sphere x2+y2+z2-2x-4y+2z-3=0 and find the 

point of contact. 

6. Find the equation to the cone which passes through the three coordinate axes and the lines 

 

7. Find the equation of the enveloping cone of the sphere  

with its vertex at (1, 1, 1). 
 

SECTION - B 

Answer ALL the questions. Each question carries TEN marks. 5 X 10 M = 50 M  

9(a) A plane meets the coordinate axes in A, B, C. If the centroid of ABC is 
 

(a,b,c), show that the equation of the plane is  

(OR) 

(b) A variable plane is at a constant distance  from the origin and meets the 

axes in A,B,C. Show that the locus of the centroid of the tetrahedron OABC 

is     x-2+y-2+z-2=16p-2.

THREE DIMENSIONAL ANALYTICAL SOLID GEOMETRY 

MODEL QUESTION PAPER

p

x y z
+ + =  in A,B,C. Show that the centre of the sphere OABC lies on 2

a b c

3 2 3 0 3 2 5x y z x y z− + + = = − + −  
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10(a) Find the shortest distance between the lines 

                                        .  
(OR) 

(b) Prove that the lines      

             ;    

     are coplanar. Also find their point of intersection and the plane containing 

the lines. 

 
11 (a) Show that the two circles x2+y2+z2-y+2z=0, x-y+z=2; 

x2+y2+z2+x-3y+z-5=0, 2x-y+4z-1=0 lie on the same sphere and find its 

equation. 

                                        (OR) 

(b) Find the equation of the sphere which touches the plane 3x+2y-z+2=0 

at (1,-2,1) and cuts orthogonally the sphere x2+y2+z2-4x+6y+4=0. 

 
12 (a) Find the limiting points of the coaxial system of spheres 

x2+y2+z2-8x+2y-2z+32=0, x2+y2+z2-7x+z+23=0. 

                               (OR) 

(b) Find the equation to the cone with vertex is the origin and whose 

base curve is x2+y2+z2+2ux+d=0. 

13 (a) Prove that the equation  represents a cone that 

touches the coordinate planes and find its reciprocal cone. 

(OR) 

(b) Find the equation of the sphere x2+y2+z2-2x+4y-1=0 having its 

generators parallel to the line x=y=z. 

 

 

 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          

                                                                                                  Dr.G.Sreenivasulu Reddy, BOS Chairman. 

                                                                                                  Mathematics, S.V.University, Tirupati.
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grating, Fresnel’s half period zones, Explanation of rectilinear propagation  of  light,  Zone

e polarized light, Double refraction, Brewster’s
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Boy’smethod.
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PRACTICAL COURSE II: WAVE OPTICS

Work load: 30 hrs 2 hrs/week





SRI VENKATESWARA UNIVERSITY 
B.Sc. DEGREE COURSE IN PHYSICS (WITH MATHS)  

 

FIRST YEAR - SECOND SEMESTER 
(Under CBCS W.E.F. 2020-21) 

 

COURSE II: WAVE OPTICS 
 [For Mathematical Combination] 

 

MODEL QUESTION PAPER 
 

Time: 3 hrs                                                                                                               Max. Marks: 75 
 

 
SECTION-A 

(Short Answer Type Questions) 
 

Answer any five out of the following ten questions                                   5x5=25 
 

1. Explain the conditions for interference of light. 
 

2. In an experiment with Michelson interferometer it is found that 40 tings to merge the 
centre, the mirror had to be moved through 0.01 mm. calculate the wavelength of the 
light used. 
 

3. What is diffraction of light and discuss its types. 
 

4. Write a short note on Fresnel’s half period zones. 
 

5. Explain law of Malus. 
 

6. A half wave plate is construct for a wavelength of 6000 A0. For what wavelength does it 
work as a quarter wave plate. 
 

7. Find the focal lengths of the two component lenses of an achromatic doublet of focal 
length 25 cm. the dispersive powers of the crown and flint glasses are 0.022 and 0. 044 
respectively. 
 

8. Explain the advantages of optical fibres in communication systems. 
 

9. Distinguish between spontaneous and stimulated emission. 
 

10. State some applications of holography. 
 
 
 
 
 
 



SECTION–B 
(Essay type questions) 

 
Answer All questions with internal choice from each Unit                         5x10=50 
 
11. What is meant by phase change on reflection. Describe an experimental arrangement for 

observation and measurement of Lloyd’s mirror fringes. 
Or 

Describe Newton’s rings experiment to determine the wavelength of monochromatic light. 
 
12. Discuss the fraunhoffer diffraction at a single slit and deduce intensity distribution. 

Or 
Explain construction and working of Zone plate. Derive the formula for its focal length. 

 
13. Describe the construction and working of a Nicol’s prism. Explain how it can be used as a 

polarizer and analyser. 
Or  

Describe the construction and working of Laurent’s half shade polarimeter. Determine the 
specific heat of rotation of sugar solution. 

 
14. Explain chromatic aberration. Obtain an expression for chromatic aberration of a thin lens 

when the object situated at infinity. 
Or  

What is an optical fibre and describe different types of fibres based on refractive index. 
 
15. Define Einstein coefficients and obtain relationship between them. 

Or  
What is holography? Describe the basic principle of holography  

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 



SRI VENKATESWARA UNIVERSITY 

B.Sc. DEGREE COURSE IN COMPUTER SCIENCE 

FIRST YEAR - SECOND SEMESTER 
(Under CBCS W.E.F. 2020-21) 

 

DATA STRUCTURES USING C 
 

Semester Course Code Course Title Hours Credits 

II C2 DATA STRUCTURES USING C 60 3 

 
 
Course Objectives 
 
To introduce the fundamental concept of data structures and to emphasize the importance of 
various data structures in developing and implementing efficient algorithms. 
 
Course Learning Outcomes: 
 
Upon successful completion of the course, a student will be able to: 
 

1. Understand available Data Structures for data storage and processing. 
 

2. Comprehend Data Structure and their real-time applications - Stack, Queue, Linked 
List, Trees and Graph 

 

3. Choose a suitable Data Structures for an application 
 

4. Develop ability to implement different Sorting and Search methods 
 

5. Have knowledge on Data Structures basic operations like insert, delete, search, update 
and traversal 

6. Design and develop programs using various data structures 
 

7. Implement the applications of algorithms for sorting, pattern matching etc 
 

 
UNIT - I: 
 
Introduction  to  Data  Structures:  Introduction  to  the  Theory of  Data  Structures,  Data 
Representation, Abstract Data Types, Data Types, Primitive Data Types, Data Structure and 
Structured Type, Atomic Type, Difference between Abstract Data Types, Data Types, and Data 
Structures, Refinement Stages 
 
Principles of Programming and Analysis of Algorithms:  Software Engineering, Program 
Design, Algorithms, Different Approaches to Designing an Algorithm, Complexity, Big ‘O’ 
Notation, Algorithm Analysis, Structured Approach to Programming, Recursion, Tips and 
Techniques for Writing Programs in ‘C’ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



UNIT – II: 
 

Arrays: Introduction to Linear and Non- Linear Data Structures, One- Dimensional Arrays, 
Array Operations, Two- Dimensional arrays, Multidimensional Arrays, Pointers and Arrays, an 
Overview of Pointers 
 
Linked Lists: Introduction to Lists and Linked Lists, Dynamic Memory Allocation, Basic 
Linked List Operations,  Doubly Linked List,  Circular Linked List, Atomic Linked List, 
Linked List in Arrays, Linked List versus Arrays 
 
UNIT – III: 
 

Stacks: Introduction to Stacks, Stack as an Abstract Data Type, Representation of Stacks 
through  Arrays,  Representation  of  Stacks  through  Linked  Lists,  Applications  of  Stacks, 
Stacks and Recursion 
 
Queues: Introduction, Queue as an Abstract data Type, Representation of Queues, Circular 
 

Queues, Double Ended Queues- Deques, Priority Queues, Application of Queues 
 

 
UNIT – IV: 
 
Binary Trees: Introduction to Non- Linear Data Structures, Introduction Binary Trees, Types of 
Trees, Basic Definition of Binary Trees, Properties of Binary Trees, Representation of Binary 
Trees, Operations on a Binary Search Tree, Binary Tree Traversal, Counting Number of Binary 
Trees, Applications of Binary Tree 
 
UNIT – V: 
 
Searching and sorting: Sorting – An Introduction, Bubble Sort, Insertion Sort, Merge Sort, 
Searching – An Introduction, Linear or Sequential Search, Binary Search, Indexed Sequential 
Search 
 
Graphs: Introduction to Graphs, Terms Associated with Graphs, Sequential Representation of 
Graphs, Linked Representation of Graphs, Traversal of Graphs, Spanning Trees, Shortest Path, 
Application of Graphs. 
 
BOOKS: 
 

1. “Data Structures using C”, ISRD group Second Edition, TMH 
2. “Data Structures through C”, YashavantKanetkar, BPB Publications. 
3. “Data Structures Using C” Balagurusamy E. TM 

 
RECOMMENDED CO-CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES: 
 

(Co-curricular activities shall not promote copying from textbook or from others work and 
shall encourage self/independent and group learning)



  

A.    Measurable 
 

1. Assignments  (in  writing  and  doing  forms  on  the  aspects  of  syllabus  content  and 
outside the syllabus content. Shall be individual and challenging) 

2. Student seminars (on topics of the syllabus and related aspects (individual activity)) 
 

3. Quiz  (on  topics  where  the  content  can  be  compiled  by smaller  aspects  and  data 
(Individuals or groups as teams)) 

 

4. Study projects (by very small groups of students on selected local real-time problems 
pertaining to syllabus or related areas. The individual participation and contribution of 
students shall be ensured (team activity)) 

 
 
B.     General 
 

1. Group Discussion 
 

2. Others 
 

RECOMMENDED CONTINUOUS ASSESSMENT METHODS: 
 

Some of the following suggested assessment methodologies could be adopted; 
 

1. The oral and written examinations (Scheduled and surprise tests), 
 

2. Closed-book and open-book tests, 
 

3. Programming exercises, 
 

4. Practical assignments and laboratory reports, 
 

5. Observation of practical skills, 
 

6. Individual and group project reports. 
 

7. Efficient delivery using seminar presentations, 
 

8. Viva voce interviews. 
 

9. Computerized adaptive testing, literature surveys and evaluations, 
 

10. Peers and self-assessment, outputs form individual and collaborative work



 

SRI VENKATESWARA UNIVERSITY 

B.Sc. DEGREE COURSE IN COMPUTER SCIENCE 

FIRST YEAR - SECOND SEMESTER 
(Under CBCS W.E.F. 

2020-21) 
 

DATA STRUCTURES USING C LAB 
 

Semester Course Code Course Title Hours Credits 

II C2-P DATA STRUCTURES USING C LAB 30 2 
 
 

1.   Write a program to read ‘N’ numbers of elements into an array and also perform 
the  following operation on an array 

 

a.   Add an element at the begging of an array 
b.   Insert an element at given index of array 
c.   Update a element using a values and index 
d.   Delete an existing element 
 

2.   Write a program using stacks to convert a given 
 

a.   postfix expression to prefix 
b.   prefix expression to postfix 
c.   infix expression to postfix 
 

3.   Write Programs to implement the Stack operations using an array 
4.   Write Programs to implement the Stack operations using Liked List. 
5.   Write Programs to implement the Queue operations using an array. 
6.   Write Programs to implement the Queue operations using Liked List. 
7.   Write a program for arithmetic expression evaluation. 
8.   Write a program for Binary Search Tree Traversals 
9.   Write a program to implement dequeue using a doubly linked list. 
10. Write a program to search an item in a given list using the following 

Searching Algorithms 
a.   Linear Search 
b.   Binary Search. 
 

11. Write a program for implementation of the following Sorting Algorithms 
 

a.   Bubble Sort 
b.   Insertion Sort 
c.   Quick Sort 
 

12. Write a program for polynomial addition using single linked list 
13. Write a program to find out shortest path between given Source Node and 

Destination Node in a given graph using Dijkstrar’s algorithm. 
14. Write a program to implement Depth First Search graph traversals algorithm 
15. Write a program to implement Breadth First Search graph traversals algorithm 
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DATA STRUCTURES USING C 
 

MODEL QUESTION PAPER 

 
 

Time: 3 hours             Marks: 75 

marks 

Note: This question paper contains two parts A and B. 
Part A is compulsory which carries 25 marks. Answer any five of the 
following questions in Part A. 
Part B consists of 5 Units. Answer any one full question from each unit. 
Each question carries 10 marks 

 

PART – A 

Answer any Five of the following question.                          
(5X5=25M) 

 
1.   

2.   

3.   

4.   

5.   

6.   

7.   

8.    

 



 

PART – B 
 

Answer All The Questions. Each question carries 10 marks (5X10= 50M) 

 
9.  (A) 

OR 

(B) 

10.  (A) 

OR 

(B) 

11.  (A) 

OR 

(B) 

12.  (A) 

OR 

(B) 

13.  (A) 

OR 

(B) 
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